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Theory of Constraints (TOC) is 

a management philosophy 

developed by Dr. Eliyahu M. 

Goldratt (1947-2011), an 

internationally recognized 

leader in the development of 

new business management 

concepts and systems

TOC was introduced in the 

early 1980’s. Goldratt was the 

author of the best-selling 

business book THE GOAL 

THE GOAL has been on Time 

magazine’s list of most 

influential business books for 

several years now





 First, all the team members must agree on the 

organizational GOAL (singular only please)

 Second, the measurement(s) for the goal must be totally 

clear and unambiguous

 For the purpose of this presentation we will assume that 

the goal is making more and more money now and 

as well as in future.

The Goal



 Customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, and 

making money are interlinked.

 If we choose any one as the organizational goal, the 

other two become the necessary conditions.

 Making More and More Money (4M) is also an index of 

customer and employee satisfaction.

The Goal: Make More and More Money (4M)



 Financial measurements are:

- Profit

- Return on Investment (ROI)

- Free Cash Flow (FCF)

 For the average employee, understanding the impact of his/ 

her actions on the measurements for the goal is almost 

impossible. 

 Are there some operational measures that can help us 

understand the impact of any action on the overall 

performance of the organization?

Measurements for the goal



-
-

OE

TVC

I

+ Sales

Cash in the bank

Flow of Money

TVC: Totally Variable Cost

I: Investment

OE: Operating Expenses



TOC metrics (T, I, OE) help each employee 
understand the impact of his/ her actions on the 
goal of the company.

 Throughput (T)

 Investment (I)

 Operating Expense (OE)

These metrics facilitate in quick decision making 
and taking corrective actions on a daily basis. 

What metrics should we use?



 Throughput: The rate at which organization generates 

“goal units” or contribution rupees

 Totally Variable Cost (TVC): All costs that would be 

saved if we sell or produce one unit less (raw materials, 

commissions)

T = Net Sales – TVC

Throughput (T)



 All the money tied up in the organization

Includes:

 All the inventory in raw material, WIP, or in finished 

goods

 Money blocked in plant and machinery

 Receivables are also part of I

Investment (I)



 All the money that the organization spends in generating 

“goal units”

 OE is the money that the organization constantly pays, 

even if production/ operations were to stop for a while 

(e.g. salaries, rent, insurance)

 All employee expenses are part of OE

Operating Expense (OE)



Is there any link between the new operational measures T, I, 

& OE, and conventional measures Profit, ROI, and FCF?

Profit = T – OE

ROI = P/I = (T – OE)/I

FCF = P – Δ I

Financial Links



SITUATION TODAY

- A small increase or decrease in 
cash can make or break the 
organization

- Expect the unexpected

- Hope for the best, prepare for 
the worst



Organizational Priorities 

Increase Free Cash Flow 

- Reduce Investment (money stuck in inventories, 
receivables, advances)

- Increase Throughput in money terms

- Reducing inventory and reducing consumption go hand 
in hand

Reduce the Cash-to-cash cycle time: It is the time period 
between when a business pays cash to its suppliers for 
inventory and collects cash from its customers



Measurements Drive Behavior

“ Tell me how you 
measure me and I’ll 
tell you how I’ll 

behave ”

Dr. Eli Goldratt



Organizational Priorities 

Increase Free Cash Flow 

- Reduce Investment (money stuck in inventories, 
receivables, advances)

- Increase Throughput in money terms

- Reducing inventory and reducing consumption go hand 
in hand

Reduce the Cash-to-cash cycle time: It is the time period 
between when a business pays cash to its suppliers for 
inventory and collects cash from its customers



Actions – Reduce Cash to Cash Cycle Time

 Reduce inventories of WIP, FG, and RM

- Don’t purchase more raw material than immediate requirement 
despite volume discounts

- Don’t issue materials from stores for more than immediate 
requirement

- Focus on FULL KIT

- Reduce total lead time production

 Collect overdue receivables

 Don’t let receivables become overdue

 Don’t extend credit – sell on advance/ immediate payment or LC in 
case of exports

 Can give cash discounts for immediate payments

 Increase prices, if possible, especially in B2B markets

 Rationalize SKU’s, designs, standardize inputs - simplify complexity as 
much as possible



Actions – Reduce Operating Expenses

 No capital investments

 Convert fixed costs to variable wherever feasible

 Renegotiate rents, large contracts wherever possible

 As much as possible, protect your vendors and 
employees 

 Don’t try to save money by cutting down tea/ coffee/ 
canteen food/ local travel

 Don’t cut costs on safety, hygiene, maintenance, spares, 
quality 

 Ensure that savings realized from reduction in outstation 
travel are kept in reserves



TOC in one word: 

FOCUS



1. IDENTIFY the constraintStep 1

Decide how to EXPLOIT the constraintStep 2

SUBORDINATE all policies, decisions and 

procedures to exploiting the constraint
Step 3

1. ELEVATE the constraint. If we need still more 

output from the constraint, elevate it
Step 4

1. Avoid INERTIA.  If in a previous step constraint 

shifts, go back to step 1.
Step 5

1. DECIDE on the Goal and measurementsStep 0

Five Focusing Steps: Process Of On 

Going Improvement (POOGI)





Constraint Actions

Cash

Take decisions based on cash to cash cycle time

Reduce WIP and collect receivables

Explore working capital finance for SME’s/ bank/ government 

schemes

Supply

FULL KIT material value/ order wise

Set Priorities

Speak to customers about smaller batches

No stoppage in packaging/ finishing/ inspection/ logistics

Operations

Measure OEE of bottleneck machine 

Reduce set up of bottleneck machine 

Exploit, Subordinate

Increase Prices, get favorable terms

Orders

Measure OTIF (On Time In Full)

Deliver smaller batches faster 

Digitalize, promote online

Reduce prices, only if absolutely necessary
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